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Dear Colleagues and Friends,

WELCOME TO
OUR READERS

Researchers often note the role of mentors in contributing to their successes.
Indeed, the many generations of researchers preceding them have helped
develop their respective ﬁelds and scholarly disciplines, shaping ideas over
many years and changing the way we all think. Whether or not we stand on
the shoulders of giants, we certainly build upon the foundations they’ve laid
down. If we are lucky, we might have our own “Eureka” moment and set
forth our own new directions, create foundations that drive new ways of
thinking, and make new discoveries that impact global citizens. This issue
tells Queen’s story – a story spanning 175 years of the university’s
researchers, trainees and graduates shaping both Canada and the world.
As you read this, there are many important conversations happening
with researchers, stakeholders, universities and Canadians broadly in order
to shape the future of research in Canada. The independent reviews of
federal funding for fundamental science and innovation provide an
opportunity to inform policies and protocols that shape Canada’s global
research leadership. Ultimately, we need a funding ecosystem that is
strategic and supportive of investigator-led endeavors, simple to navigate,
ﬂexible and ambitious. We need you, our researchers, scholars and partners,
to be engaged in this process. We need you to bring your knowledge,
expertise and ideas to the forefront of important challenges and create
opportunities to advance knowledge and inspire trainees.
We have also looked closely at the way we support research at Queen’s.
While we will have more to say in the coming months on the independent
review of the Queen’s research enterprise, our orientation is clearly focused
on, and should continue to emphasize, strengthening our efforts across the
university. This strength is exempliﬁed in the history and trajectory of our
researchers in physics, astrophysics and astronomy. We are particularly
excited about the $63.7 million investment from the Canada First Research
Excellence Fund, which will support the creation of the Canadian Particle
Astrophysics Research Centre (CPARC).
In this issue of (e)AFFECT, we guide you through the 175-year history
of research at Queen’s, and how we have come to be amongst the leading
research-intensive institutions in Canada. To put this in a global context,
there are over 4,000 degree granting institutions in the United States, and
global ranking systems track over 26,000 universities. Queen’s is among the
top universities in the world. We have much to look forward to in our next
175 years.
I hope that you will enjoy reading and, as always, I welcome your
comments and encourage you to explore, discover, and engage in the
research enterprise at Queen’s.

Dr. Steven N. Liss
Vice-Principal (Research)

RESEARCHERS

IN THE
NEWS

Three cheers for the latest RSC inductees!
2016 was another banner year for the election of new Fellows to the Royal Society
of Canada (RSC) and of new members to the RSC’s College of New Scholars, Artists and Scientists.

FELLOWS:

David Bakhurst

Troy Day

Daniel David Moses

Joan Schwartz

Craig Walker

(Philosophy)

(Mathematics
and Statistics)

(Dan School of Drama
and Music)

(Art History & Art
Conservation)

(Dan School of Drama
and Music)

COLLEGE MEMBERS:

Amir Fam

Parvin Mousavi

David Murakami Wood

(Civil Engineering)

(School of Computing)

(Sociology)

RSC AGM in the Limestone City
Queen’s is pleased to be the presenting sponsor of the 2016 Annual
General Meeting of the Royal Society of Canada. From November
17-19, Canada’s most distinguished scholars from across disciplines
will gather in Kingston to reconnect with colleagues, discuss current
issues in research and scholarship, advise on matters of public
importance and celebrate scholarly successes.
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Across faculties and departments, Queen’s researchers are capturing headlines in
Canada and around the world. Here are a few highlights from the past few months:

Summer Harvest
Summer 2016 proved to be fruitful for John McGarry (Political
Studies). He was recognized with two prestigious Canadian
honours – the Molson Prize from the Canada Council for the
Arts as well as the Order of Canada – for his leadership in the
study and practice of ethnic conﬂict resolution. McGarry is
also the co-recipient, with Dr. Brendan O'Leary (University of
Pennsylvania), of the 2016 Distinguished Scholar Award from
the International Studies Association’s Ethnicity, Nationalism
and Migration Studies section. Notably, McGarry and
O’Leary’s work on the Northern Ireland conﬂict redeﬁned the
terms of the debate, and is widely seen as having contributed
signiﬁcantly to the difficult but eventually very successful
peace process. McGarry is currently the main advisor on
governance in the UN-led negotiations in Cyprus.

Fellow of the Canadian Academy
of Engineering
Andrew Daugulis (Chemical Engineering) has been
elected a Fellow of the Canadian Academy of
Engineering in recognition of his work in industrial
bioprocessing. Importantly, he originated the Two-Phase
Partitioning Bioreactor (TPPB) technology platform –
based on the selective partitioning of target toxic
molecules to, or away from, microbial cells – that
maintains inhibitory molecules at sub-toxic levels, and
allows microbes to operate at their highest efficiency.

Promise for Fibromyalgia
Dr. Ian Gilron (Anesthesiology and Perioperative Medicine) and his colleagues have
provided the ﬁrst evidence demonstrating that treating ﬁbromyalgia with a
combination of two drugs – duloxetine and pregabalin – leads to improved pain
relief, physical function and overall quality of life over treating with either drug
alone. Fibromyalgia is a medical condition affecting up to ﬁve per cent of
Canadians that is characterized by chronic widespread pain, typically
accompanied by fatigue, as well as sleep, mood and memory problems. The
results were reported in the journal Pain.
Dr. Gilron and his research team at Queen’s are members of the SPOR Network on
Chronic Pain. The national network, funded under Canada’s Strategy for PatientOriented Research, directs new research, trains researchers and clinicians, increases
access to care for chronic pain sufferers, and speeds up the translation of the most
recent research into practice.
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Research Highlights
in Our First 175 Years
From cancer research discoveries to Technicolor™ motion
pictures to clock towers, here are some highlights from Queen’s
175-year history of research excellence
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From Sole Scholarship
to Collective Enterprise:
175 Years of Research at Queen’s
BY DUNCAN MCDOWALL

Alice Vibert Douglas and colleagues at Yerkes Observatory, Chicago 1925. Queen’s University Archives.

“No university, and no department of a university, is alive unless it is infused
with the spirit of research. If we fail in the universities, we shall fail in every other
department of our national life, so the responsibility is on our shoulders.”
– Principal Robert Wallace, 1945
6

FEATURE

T

he purpose of universities, it is frequently asserted,
is twofold: to transmit the knowledge of past generations to future generations while simultaneously creating new knowledge to broaden that heritage. When, in the
late 1830s, a group of Presbyterian clerics and Kingston
businessmen huddled to agitate for a college of higher education, their ambition was to create an institution devoted
to teaching. The charter they obtained from Queen Victoria
in 1841 expressly dedicated Queen’s College to “the education of youth in the principles of Christian religion and instruction in the various branches in science and literature.”
Research was never mentioned. Colonial Canada was an
immature society, dependent on Britain and America for
developmental knowledge. Hence, the ideas that lay behind everything from steam engines to poetry were derived
from more mature cultures. Invention was imported. What
mattered as Canada approached nationhood was the training of young citizens to anchor their new society. Whether
for the Presbyterian ministry or the nascent federal bureaucracy, Queen’s dedicated itself in the grooming of minds,
not new research frontiers.

The First Hundred Years
Throughout its first century, Queen’s crafted a reputation
for excellence in teaching. Many came to regard it as “the
Princeton of the North,” where students learned at the knee
of diligent and collegial professors. Promotion in the faculty
went to those who shone in the classroom. Research was
marginal, something driven by personal curiosity and
squeezed between pedagogic duties. The young college
provided virtually no funding and few laboratories for
those inclined to probe the conundrums of their discipline.
When, in the 1890s, Queen’s responded to the nation’s
appetite for engineering expertise, it dedicated its newborn
engineering faculty to applied science, oblivious to the
mutual dependence of fundamental and applied science.
“If we confine ourselves to applied science,” geology professor William Goodwin frequently warned, “there will soon
be no more science to apply.”

Botanical garden on the front lawns of Summerhill, early 1860s. Queen’s University Archives.

Inside Summerhill, Lawson established a herbarium, while
on the slope outside Lawson planted a botanical garden to
serve as a living laboratory for students. Lawson would become the founder of the Botanical Society of Canada. One
of his students, Nathan Dupuis, proved similarly inquisitive,
becoming the “observer” at one of Queen’s first research facilities – the 1861 campus observatory. Dupuis was a polymath, teaching geometry, astronomy and chemistry, serving
as a librarian and later building the clock in Grant Hall.

“Research was marginal, something driven
by personal curiosity and squeezed between
pedagogic duties.”
There were exceptions – professors who struck out on
their own to explore the frontiers of their disciplines. In
1858, George Lawson arrived in Kingston from Edinburgh
to teach chemistry and natural history. He brought his own
library, equipment and botanical specimens.
Nathan Fellowes Dupuis. Queen’s University Archives.
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Geology provided another research opportunity for some
Queen’s professors after Ontario established a mining
school on campus in 1893. Each summer, geologists from
Queen’s trekked into the northland in search of minerals
to fuel Canadian growth.
Science was not the only sphere of such eclectic research. As the twentieth century dawned, political economists Adam Shortt, W.C. Clark and Oscar D. Skelton
embraced empirical research, delving into Canada’s economic history, its banking system and its relations with the
United States. Both Clark and Skelton carried their Queen’s
expertise to Ottawa, where they became prominent in designing modern Canadian federalism. In the arts faculty,
moral philosopher John Watson, another Scottish import
arriving at Queen’s in 1872, built an international reputation on his ground-breaking exploration of Immanuel Kant
and Herbert Spencer.
These were, however, some exceptions to the primacy of
teaching. Although, they were − in the words of Dr. Steven
Liss, Queen’s present Vice-Principal (Research) − “sole
scholars.” A century ago, Dean Goodwin of Applied Science
would have agreed: “…we have suffered from our excessive
individualism.” Inattention to research at times cost the university dearly. In 1915, for instance, minerology professor
Herbert Kalmus quit, frustrated that the university failed to

Herbert Kalmus. Queen’s University Archives.
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back his after-hours research into bringing colour to filmmaking. Returning to his native United States, Kalmus cofounded the Technicolor™ Motion Picture Corporation
and became rich − and famous on every movie screen on
the continent.
Like the faculty as a whole, research was almost entirely
a male preserve. Science, in particular, was everywhere
seen as a male prerogative. Only the occasional Madame
Curie officially broke the research glass ceiling. At Queen’s,
Alice Vibert Douglas provided one stellar exception. An astrophysicist who also served as Dean of Women, Douglas
came to Queen’s in 1939 and built a global reputation as an
astronomer, becoming president of the prestigious Royal
Astronomical Society from 1943-45.

War Comes to Queen’s
War incubated greater devotion to research. As World War I
turned into a “total war,” sapping national resources and ingenuity, Queen’s geologists searched for cobalt to harden
steel, Queen’s chemists tested flares for the Munitions
Board and Queen’s mechanical engineers fine-tuned auto
engines for the McLaughlin Motor Car Company. New labs
were opened in Gordon Hall, but there was still no central
coordination of research, either on campus or nationally. In
1917, the university’s trustees did establish the Committee
on Scientific Research to provide minimal oversight of the
scattered research done on campus. A meagre $10,000 was
taken out of the university’s endowment to finance select
projects. In 1919, Queen’s first research chair – the Chown
Science Research Chair – was endowed by a prominent
local family. In 1929, the Miller Memorial Research Chair in
geology was established. Applied Science hired an instrument maker and a glass blower to facilitate lab work.
Research in the humanities and social sciences remained
sparse. In 1922, arts research scholarships were introduced,
but they supported only a smattering of projects proposed
by senior professors. Finally, in 1937, an Arts Research
Committee was created to provide small grants for projects
such as a linguistic atlas of North America. Much of the
money behind these halting initiatives was in fact supplied
by generous Queen’s benefactors such as the Richardson
family and auto tycoon Sam McLaughlin.
The inter-war period saw little improvement.
Government parsimony and economic depression gnawed
at the university’s finances. Year after year, the Principal’s
Report broadcast a litany of woe on the research front: “insufficient funds,” an “acute” need of laboratories, and a lack
of student assistants. There was, however, a growing recognition that faculty research and graduate studies were intimately linked. Graduate students not only stimulated
faculty imagination through thesis supervision, but they

FEATURE

also became partners in research. Through the 1920s and
1930s, Queen’s regularized its graduate programs, setting,
for instance, faculty-wide standards for the MSc degree.
One reflection of this was the 1937 formation of the
Baconian Society, an informal group (named for
Elizabethan scientist Francis Bacon) at which professors
and graduate students could dissect their research.
Another world war strengthened Queen’s embrace on
research. “Research work in war problems is carried on in
ever increasing amounts,” Principal Wallace reported in
1943. For the first time, large amounts of federal funding
flowed onto campus from agencies such as the National
Research Council and the defence department. With student enrolment depressed by wartime enlistment, faculty
turned to war-oriented research. Much of the research was
wrapped in secrecy. Biochemist Guilford Reed, who had

worked with the federal government since the 1920s on
fisheries and cattle husbandry, turned his attention to bacteriological warfare. His lab in the New Medical Building
(now Kathleen Ryan Hall), guarded day and night by soldiers, explored deadly bacilli that might figure in the war’s
worst-case scenarios. Arts professors found their own
niches: historian Fred Gibson studied Canadian-American
relations.

Shifting Roles
The war primed Queen’s for post-war research. The 1944
acquisition of a biological research station in the Rideau
Lakes north of Kingston offered a hint of things to come.
Canada was becoming a planned society in which research
predetermined policy. Money flowed more freely towards
university research as the national economy surged into a

Engineering student, Warren Holmes, studies strain pattern on a rock sample using a polariscope, 1963. Queen’s University Archives.
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period of unbroken growth. By 1948, the principal’s annual
sciences. With graduate scholarship monies, Queen’s could
report described “a desirable state of affairs” as monies from
now cultivate a cohort of capable teaching assistants who
the National Research Council and the new Ontario
might ease the burden of professors’ teaching and at the
Research Fund sponsored projects and new laboratories.
same time be deployed into research apprenticeships.
In parallel, the university intensified its graduate studies,
Throughout the late twentieth century, research at
creating a Board of Graduate Studies in 1943 to attract
Queen’s emerged as a systematic endeavour that grew
graduate students.
annually in breadth and financial impact. For the first time,
Across Canada, perceptions of the role of universities
the university attracted external support to sustain large,
shifted: reputation now rested as much on the quality and
interdisciplinary projects. In 1975, federal funding was obbreadth of research as it did on teaching. The Cold War and
tained to launch a project to collect, collate and publish all
Sputnik sharpened the incentive for research. This shift re18,000 pieces of British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli’s
ceived a powerful external stimulus from the creation of
correspondence. The Disraeli Project would run into the
federal funding agencies
twenty-first century, prowhich treated university
ducing multiple volumes
research as a national enthat attracted global
deavour. The National
acclaim. In the 1980s,
Research Council (created
Queen’s became the linchin 1916) was joined by the
pin of a multi-university
Canada Council (1957)
project to determine the
and the Medical Research
nature of subatomic neuCouncil (1960). The Social
trinos. The Sudbury
Sciences and Humanities
Neutrino Observatory
Research Council (SSHRC)
(SNO, which has since
was launched in 1977, folgrown to become SNOlowed the next year by the
LAB) attracted more than
Natural Sciences and
$70 million in research
The Campus Observatory, next to Carruthers Hall, around 1895. Queen’s University Archives.
Engineering Research
funding and resulted not
Council of Canada (NSERC). To a lesser extent, the
only in the construction of a sophisticated underground
provinces and private foundations fell into line. In 1960,
laboratory but also, in 2015, the award of the Nobel Prize
Queen’s proudly reported that external funding of its rein Physics to Queen’s physicist Dr. Arthur McDonald for his
search had topped one million dollars.
work in demonstrating “neutrino oscillations, which shows
This new world of research funding provoked change at
that neutrinos have mass.”
Queen’s. The onus on coordination and intensive competiTo facilitate this surge in research, the university steadily
tion prompted the birth of the School of Graduate Studies
built an administrative organization to support the grantsand Research at Queen’s in 1963 (“research” was added to
manship and project management that research now
the name in 1969). The new faculty affirmed the synergy
entailed. An Office of Research Services (now University
of research and graduate studies.
Research Services) guided researchers through the business of garnering financial support and subsequently
managing projects. The Queen’s National Scholar program,
initiated in 1985, allowed Queen’s to recruit top-notch
young researchers, scholars such as chemical engineer
Dr. Tom Harris and educational researcher Dr. Rena Upitis.
In 1987, a commercialization office, PARTEQ , was established to help scholars protect their intellectual property
and transfer the outcomes of their research to the marketplace. In 1991, Queen’s became a member institution in the
so-called G10 (now the U15), a consortium of Canada’s ten
top research universities dedicated to enhancing the vitality
By 1963, the university offered graduate degrees in 34 deof the Canadian research system as a whole, through advopartments. These were segregated into four divisions covercacy, priority-setting and collaboration.
ing biological sciences, humanities and social sciences,
engineering sciences and mathematics, and physical

“Canada was becoming a planned society in
which research predetermined policy. Money
flowed more freely towards university research
as the national economy surged into a period
of unbroken growth.”
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FEATURE
A New Legacy

Research Today

By the 1990s, the administrative symmetry of graduate
studies and research began to weaken. Although with more
than 2,500 full and part-time students by 1994, the recruitment, nurturing and administration of graduate students
was becoming an exercise unto itself. The arrival of Dr.
William Leggett that year as Queen’s new principal heralded a division of the two functions. Leggett, a biologist
with a long record of NSERC funding as a fisheries
oceanographer, recognized that university research had become “entrepreneurial.” Leggett was determined to create
the “climate and conditions” that would place Queen’s in
the top rank of research universities in Canada. To do this,
in 1995 he placed graduate studies under a separate dean
and created a Vice-Principal (Research). The new research
post went to Dr. Suzanne Fortier, a crystallographer with a
shining administrative and research record. Fortier’s appointment coincided with the federal determination to invigorate Canada’s productivity through intensified research.
In 1997, the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) was
launched to provide up to 40 per cent of research infrastructure costs. In 2000, the Canada Research Chairs (CRC)
program was launched, allowing universities to bid for specialized research positions. Fortier pursued these opportunities with vigour, seeing her job as that of a “facilitator.”
An emphasis was placed on multi-disciplinary proposals.
A research ethics board was established. Special centres,
such as the Queen’s-RMC GeoEngineering Centre, were
christened in partnership with government and the private
sector.
The results were quick and impressive. By 1997-98,
research funding was contributing 24 per cent of the university’s budget. In 2000-01, research funding at Queen’s
topped $100 million for the first time. In 2000, Fortier
became the Vice-Principal (Academic). (She would leave
Queen’s in 2006 to head NSERC in Ottawa, eventually becoming principal of McGill University.) Her place was taken
by Dr. Kerry Rowe, a civil engineer with a keen interest in
environmental protection and geotechnical engineering.
Responding to the imperatives of the CFI and CRC programs, Rowe unveiled a Strategic Research Plan (SRP) in
2003 to guide and support the research enterprise. The SRP
was updated in 2012 under the leadership of the current
Vice-Principal (Research) Dr. Steven Liss.

The results continued to be impressive. In the first decade
of the new century, inflows of research funding at Queen’s
annually averaged between $150 and $200 million. Queen’s
perennially ranked #1 in Canada in the number of research
awards and prizes per faculty member. Innovation Park
officially opened in 2008 to serve as a platform for coordinating research with partners in the private sector. It is an
invidious task to showcase Queen’s now sprawling research
enterprise by selecting only a handful of successful endeavours, and therefore, suffice it to say, the research conducted
at Queen’s has left an indelible mark on the Canadian, and
international, landscape of scholarly progress.
Queen’s has lived up to the challenge put before it by
Principal Wallace in 1945. It has taken on the crucial societal responsibility of researching Canada’s past, present and
future on its “shoulders.” The present Vice-Principal
(Research), environmental biotechnologist and microbiologist Steven Liss, and his team continue to push the edge of
that frontier, and they are now preparing the SRP’s third
iteration for 2017. Evidence of collective enterprise in
research at Queen’s is everywhere – from Art McDonald’s
beaming smile on the Nobel platform in Stockholm to the
quiet, daily diligence of researchers in labs, archives and
medical clinics spread across campus.

(e)AFFECT Issue 10 Fall/Winter 2016

Tony Noble speaks at the announcement for the Canada First Research Excellence Fund,
which saw Queen’s and research partners awarded $63.7 million for the creation of the
Canadian Particle Astrophysics Research Centre. September 2016.

University Historian Duncan McDowall has just published
volume III of the Queen’s University history covering the years
1961-2004 under the title Testing Tradition. Winner of the
National Business Book Award, Dr. McDowall has published
many books on Canada, Brazil and Bermuda.
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A chemical engineering student from 1970. Queen’s University Archives.

GENDER PARITY
IN RESEARCH
MEANS FIXING A
“LEAKY PIPELINE”
BY MEREDITH DAULT

G

rowing up in what she describes as a “smelter town”
in northwestern Quebec, Heather Jamieson developed an early interest in the environmental impact
of mining. Her father had spent his career working as a
mine manager, later turning his attention to working to remediate the mine tailings. But arriving at Queen’s in 1976
to pursue graduate studies in the Department of Geology
(now known as the Department of Geological Sciences and
Geological Engineering), Dr. Jamieson quickly realized that
her gender made her a distinct minority. By the time she
earned her PhD in 1982 (only the fourth woman in her
discipline to do so at Queen’s), she was well aware of the
barriers keeping women from doing research in the field
of geology, even initially staying away from early courses
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in environmental geology because it was presented as a
softer science, or as “something for the girls.”
“That was anathema for me,” says Jamieson, now a professor in the department where she was a student, as well
as in the School of Environmental Studies, acknowledging
the sexism that was commonplace. “I remember a professor
once saying that it was a well-known fact that women
couldn’t think in three dimensions, so they couldn’t do
structural geology,” she laughs.
While there are notable female researchers appearing
between 1841 to the mid-twentieth century, female students were still in the minority at Queen’s throughout the
1960s. They now outnumber males at the undergraduate
level and are reaching parity at the graduate level. But as
you move up the ranks, those numbers dwindle, with far
fewer women than men in tenured and tenure-track positions (growing from 28.5% in 2000 to 33.7% in 2015) where
research effort is most focused. The paucity of women in
academic roles continues to be a national issue. The 2012
Council of Canadian Academies report on “Strengthening
Canada’s Research Capacity: The Gender Dimension,” indicates that from 2008-2009, women made up just 21.7% of
full professors and 36.2% of associate professors.
“Women are in the pipeline, but the pipeline is leaky,”
says Irène Bujara, Director of the Human Rights and Equity

INSIGHTS
issues related to women and feminism,” she says. The
Association of Women Teaching at Queen’s (AWTAQ) was
also critical through the 1980s and 1990s, providing female
academics and senior staff members with opportunities to
gather and discuss wage gaps, discrimination, research
funding and other issues they were facing on campus.
While women continue to make strides in research at
Queen’s, many acknowledge that there is still work to be

Dr. Heather Jamieson samples soil near the Giant Mine in Yellowknife.

Offices at Queen’s, on the issue of attracting and retaining
women at higher levels within the university, which includes making sure they access Canada Research Chair
positions, teaching awards and other recognition in representative numbers.
Queen’s did, however, make significant and successful
efforts to attract female researchers to campus through the
1980s, including through such programs as the Queen’s
National Scholar Program. Dr. Christine Overall, now a
Professor Emerita in the Department of Philosophy, was
one of a number of young academics who first landed positions under the Queen’s National Scholar program, which
was then particularly focused on recruiting women. Overall
was the first woman to join the Department of Philosophy
in a tenure-track appointment, and the first to earn tenure
and promotion to full Professor within it.
Although she was well supported by members of her
Department, Overall remembers facing challenges within
the discipline of philosophy because of her research on
procreative ethics, a new and feminist-focused area of study
within philosophy, in which she was an early voice. “For
some people it was very startling,” she says. “At conferences, there would sometimes be questions about whether
my work could really be philosophy.” Sometimes, others
dismissed her work as “armchair sociology.”
At the same time, she remembers feeling energized by
the nascent Department of Women’s Studies, which had
started to take shape at Queen’s in the mid-1980s, built on
contributions from female faculty members across the university.
“Creating courses in Women’s Studies was a good experience that brought women faculty together to talk about
(e)AFFECT Issue 10 Fall/Winter 2016

Dr. Christine Overall in her office, 1985.

done. The university’s Academic Plan, released in 2011,
notes the inequalities that affect the academic success of
female faculty, from their underrepresentation in the upper
ranks of academia to the very fact that the “dominant university culture continues to be male defined.” Queen’s has
also been employing strategies to recruit faculty from other
equity-seeking groups through their revised 2013
Employment Equity Framework.
For Bujara, achieving gender balance in research means
tapping into the entire pool of available talent – not just a
portion of it. “Women may look at things differently based
on their different experiences,” she says simply. “The more
diversity you have in your pool of researchers, the greater
the diversity of inquiry that can happen.”
And while Jamieson, whose research is now focused
on the environmental impact of mining despite her early
avoidance of the subject, says that while gender used to be
on her mind all the time in her current position, she admits
it’s starting to feel a little less pressing. She explains that
while she didn’t have any female graduate students a few
years ago, she now has so many she barely bothers to remark on it. “We’re at the stage where what was a constant
issue is less of one now,” she says. “Not all the barriers have
disappeared, but they certainly have come down a little.”
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Sara Pavan. Photo by Janelle Quirk.

THE RISE OF
STUDENT
RESEARCH:

A SHORT
HISTORY

BY KIRSTEEN MACLEOD
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ara Pavan, a PhD candidate in political studies, embodies what modern-day students bring to the research enterprise: initiative, intellectual curiosity and excellence.
Pavan, an international student, was drawn to Queen’s
because faculty members include “the most important contributors to the current international debate on immigrant
integration.” Her supervisors are Drs. Keith Banting
(Political Studies) and Fiona Kay (Sociology), and her research focuses on how political institutions in countries
with large immigration flows impact immigrants' integration
into democratic politics.
In 2013, Pavan received the prestigious Vanier Canada
Graduate Scholarship and the Trudeau Scholarship to support her leading-edge research. She’s just completing her
dissertation, which “examines immigrant integration policies and their effects on the political participation of different minority groups.” Her work, while both theoretically
and academically important, also has urgent global societal
value.
Today’s powerful impact of students on research has
evolved over decades, says Queen’s University historian
Dr. Duncan McDowall. “In fact, from the university’s founding in 1841 up until the 1960s, Queen’s focus was mainly on
building a reputation for teaching,” he notes. “Research was
peripheral.”
Research in the early days was curiosity-based, and often
self-funded, says Dr. Brenda Brouwer, Vice-Provost and
Dean of Graduate Studies. “However, a graduate degree has
always been about advanced studies and discovery, building
evidence upon which decisions are based.”
Pockets of research developed slowly on campus. For example, the Chown Science Research Chair, established in
1919, was intended to release the holder from teaching and
administrative duties to focus on research, with an unexpected result of increasing graduate student research involvement. But research stayed on the fringes until 1943,
McDowall says, when the Queen’s Board of Graduate
Studies was created, and for the first time, professors were
expected to conduct research. New funding from Queen’s
Park also meant “many bright graduate students could be
paid to do research,” he adds.
Academic research really ignited on campus in the 1960s
and 1970s, when various agencies, such as the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, were
created to provide systematic funding. At the same time,
Queen’s Park was putting pressure on universities to grow
their graduate studies programs.
“There were increased resources for faculty to pursue
research,” says Brouwer, “and with that came progressive
development of scholarships and fellowships to support
research trainees − graduate students.”
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There’s also a push toward undergraduate research,
says Dr. Jill Scott, Vice-Provost (Teaching and Learning).
A decade ago, the annual Inquiry@Queen’s Undergraduate
Research Conference was founded to help disseminate undergraduate research. “Back then, there was less conversation in higher education around this, so Queen’s is a leader
in establishing this kind of event.” Queen’s is also home to
the Undergraduate Student Summer Research Fellowships
(USSRF) Program.
Other initiatives currently afoot include the development
of a certificate in undergraduate research by the Faculty of
Arts and Science, and a working group of the Provost’s
Advisory Committee on Teaching and Learning (PACTL)

Student conducting research, 1970. Queen’s University Archives.

Reflecting this change, in 1963, the Queen’s School of
Graduate Studies and Research was created. Graduate studies enrolment and student research grew quickly − and this
was to continue unabated. By 1995, the graduate and research portfolios were so large and complex that they split
into separate units to make them manageable and enable
each to grow and flourish.
Today, with more than 120 programs, graduate education
and research at Queen’s has spread to all corners of campus
in all disciplines. “Across the board, we rely heavily on the
engagement of graduate students, who make an indelible
mark on research and discovery,” Brouwer says.
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Inquiry@Queen’s Undergraduate Research Conference.

that’s evaluating undergraduate research on campus,
and how to support it.
Dr. Vicki Remenda, Associate Dean (Teaching and
Learning, Faculty of Arts and Science), and chair of the
PACTL working group, says students are keen. “We have
members of the Arts and Science Undergraduate Society
and the Alma Mater Society on our committee, and they are
really excited about this movement, and the opportunities.”
Undergraduate research makes particular sense for
Queen’s, Remenda adds, because a high percentage of undergraduate students − far more than at most universities −
go on to seek an advanced degree. “The way I see it, it’s
only going to get bigger and better and more embedded.”
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Where Science
Meets the Wild
BY TIM LOUGHEED

PHOTO CREDIT: Philina English

J

ust as we are grateful to the visionaries who fought to
set aside parts of the Canadian wilderness as parks that
we can all continue to enjoy, so too are students and researchers at Queen’s indebted to those who created spaces
for the preservation and study of the natural world. This
particular legacy consists of some 3,400 hectares amidst the
dense forests and countless lakes making up the Canadian
Shield country north of Kingston, where members of the
university have been able to go about their scientific work
for 70 years.
This precious ecological resource is the Queen’s
University Biological Station (QUBS), pronounced “cubes”
by those who have come to know and love the place. Its beginnings date to 1942, a time when most people’s attention
would have been on the state of war in Europe and the
Pacific rather than the state of nature in Eastern Ontario.
Nevertheless, Principal Robert Wallace and Biology
Department Head Rollo Earl convinced the provincial government to help the university acquire a pristine, 34-hectare
site on Lake Opinicon, about 70 kilometres north of main
campus.
Within a few years, the “station” part had taken the form
of rustic laboratories and bunk-houses to accommodate
those engaged in seasonal investigations of plants, fish,
birds and land animals, as well as the influence of human
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activities on these inhabitants and the landscape as a
whole. This was the dawn of an environmental consciousness that we now take for granted as we began to assess our
civilization’s ever mounting impact on the fate of species
that share this planet with us.
The earliest work at QUBS therefore consisted of
straightforward biological inventories, such as a survey of
local wildlife conducted by founding director Wes Curran.
Other work has lasted for decades, such as studies of tree
swallows begun in the 1970s by then-director Raleigh
Robertson that have continued to this day with Professor
Fran Bonier and her students.
Current director Stephen Lougheed oversees a diversity
of activities that would have been unimaginable in the
1940s. Almost 25 years after first arriving as a post-doctoral
fellow, he still delights in simple outdoor pleasures such as
identifying bird calls or keeping tabs on a beaver dam. And
he is even more devoted to nurturing these pleasures in
others, which can often be nothing less than a life-altering,
career-shaping event.
“Thousands of students have gained some of their formative experiences in ecology and field biology here,” he
says. Lougheed points to no fewer than 300 undergraduate
and graduate theses that are based exclusively on work
conducted at QUBS, along with more than 1,000 papers,
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many of which have appeared in the world’s leading scientific journals. Such statistics testify to the facility’s invaluable role, not simply by inspiring individuals to dedicate
their lives to field research, but in providing a comparative
large-scale setting where environmental processes can be
examined for extended periods.
Since becoming director five years ago, Lougheed and
his colleagues have worked with like-minded organizations
such as the Nature Conservancy of Canada to add some
600 hectares to QUBS. The station’s infrastructure has also
evolved to accommodate offices, audio-visual equipment,
and even high speed internet access.
New buildings have replaced the old ones, with the latest
addition revealing what may be the heart and soul of QUBS.
The Jessie V. Deslauriers Centre for Biology, officially
opened in the summer of 2015, was named after an alumna
who was among those who have attached some of the most
rewarding moments of her life to QUBS. She provided a

$1 million gift for a new research and teaching facility that
now houses the official station library, several laboratories,
and the 144,000 plant, lichen and moss specimens of the
Fowler Herbarium, a globe-spanning collection that dates
back to the Victorian era. Visitors are greeted by a life-size
photograph of Deslauriers’ father, Jack Hambleton, an outdoor enthusiast and journalist who wrote books about hunting and fishing for young people. Copies of those books,
along with Hambleton’s favourite fishing tackle box, adorn
the library, which is named after him.
Lougheed treasures such heirlooms as much as the land
held by QUBS, since they embody the spirit that must have
inspired Wallace and Earl at the inception of environmental
science. If they could see it today, they would undoubtedly
regard their project as a success. “In the pantheon of
Canadian field stations,” he concludes, “it’s certainly
amongst the top.”

Bottom right photo by Greg Bulté. All other photos courtesy of Queen’s University Biological Station.
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INNOVATIONS
AND INCUBATORS:
COMMERCIALIZING
RESEARCH
BY IAN COUTTS

This image shows laser-induced plasma formation during an investigation of welding
defects in automotive powertrain components. Laser Depth Dynamics is one example
of a company that was successfully launched with the help of Queen’s technology
transfer and commercialization services. Photo courtesy of pauljwebster.com

A

nology. In its nearly thirty years of operation, PARTEQ helped
launch more than 40 companies.
But while PARTEQ Innovations could launch companies,
one thing it didn’t do, and was never intended to do, was
retain them in Kingston and near Queen’s. Firms would start
up, and then many left town. One reason, says Mady, was
“a lack of proper facilities and support systems.” One solution
was the ground-breaking development of Innovation Park.
Intended to create an environment that would foster discovery and accelerate innovation, and ultimately support the
development of new companies and economic growth in the
Kingston region, Innovation Park opened in June 2008, in
leased space at 945 Princess Street. Through it, Queen’s
sought to encourage a new generation of scientists and engineers to undertake socially and economically meaningful
research, and to support public-private research partnerships
that took advantage of Queen’s particular strengths, such as
green energy. Such partnerships would also enhance the
facilities and equipment available to Queen’s students and
faculty. Originally serving as the landlord for 945 Princess,
Queen’s transitioned these duties to the private sector in July
2016, and the university is now focusing its efforts on
collaborating with numerous partners to develop and deliver
incubation and acceleration programs to promising entrepreneurs, startups and SMEs in Eastern Ontario. Says Mady, “an
innovation ecosystem flourishes when partnerships and collaborations develop, and entrepreneurs and startups have
access to experts, programs and services as well as real estate
and infrastructure.”
GreenCentre Canada is a prime example of how the Innovation Park model works in practice. Founded in 2009, and
headquartered at Innovation Park, its mandate is to encourage the commercialization of “green chemistry” – the use of
chemicals and processes that reduce harm to the environment. GreenCentre Canada’s chemists work on greener forms
of chemistry, testing and refining them in its purpose-built
8,000-square foot facility, and then helping to scale up production. The organization also matches promising applications with possible investors. When Queen’s professor Philip
Jessop needed help commercializing an exciting energy-efficient wastewater purification system that could benefit millions, GreenCentre Canada could offer support, nurturing the
idea and ultimately spinning off Forward Water Technologies
in 2012. In a move that signals the next stage in commercialization, the not-for-profit is now offering its services and
academic connections to startups, SMEs and international
companies to help them develop new products. Today, they
are bringing in businesses as well as spinning them off.
An important goal of university research is to produce
benefit for society. The growing partnership between research
and commercialization promises many advantages for communities at Queen’s, in Canada and around the globe.

restraint for wheelchairs on public transit. A device
that can control precisely the penetration of the beam
in laser welding. A system that can monitor drinking
water for E.coli, even remotely at great distances. It’s hard to
see the connection among them, but they all share two
common qualities – they were developed by researchers
at Queen’s and later enjoyed commercial success.
When it comes to commercializing research, Queen’s has
long been a leader among Canadian universities. Through
both its technology transfer arm and more recently Innovation Park, its research park and now incubator-accelerator for
technology startups and small- to medium-size enterprises
(SMEs), Queen’s has nurtured and helped launch dozens of
companies, all while creating what Janice Mady, director of
Industry Partnerships & Innovation Park, characterizes as a
robust “innovation ecosystem.”
So central is the idea of commercialization to university research today that it is surprising to learn that it is a relatively
recent development. Founded in 1987, Queen’s not-for profit
PARTEQ Innovations was a Canadian pioneer in what is
termed “technology transfer” – helping researchers who had
developed potentially useful and remunerative forms of technology secure a commercial outlet. Headed today by Jim
Banting, the office receives about 50 “Invention Disclosures”
from Queen’s researchers each year, which its staff of patent
agents and commercialization experts evaluate in terms of
originality and possible benefit. For those promising opportunities selected to move forward, they will typically draft and
file
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Preserving
Culture in Art:
The North
Baffin Drawings

FOCUS

BY MELINDA KNOX

Norman Vorano in Clyde River, Nunavut, August 2015.

T

he tides were changing in the North. The 1950s and
1960s saw influences from the South, including social
programming, waves of civil servants, and residential
schools, significantly transform traditional camp life –
a way of life known to the Inuit since the 19th century.
Recognizing the impending impact on these peoples and
their culture, Terry Ryan, the arts adviser for the West
Baffin Eskimo Co-operative in Cape Dorset, set out by
dogsled to the relatively “untouched” communities of
North Baffin Island. Armed with stacks of paper, pencils
and a $4000 grant to fund his journey, he wanted these
individuals to record their fleeting way of life, their
feelings and their cherished traditions.

“Draw me something.
Anything,” said Terry Ryan
to the Inuit he encountered.
Ryan did not want to influence what was drawn,
so he gave little to no instruction. About a month
after distributing supplies, Ryan returned to each
camp and purchased all that had been produced.
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In total, he collected 1,840 drawings created by 159 Inuit
living in and around Clyde River, Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet
and Igloolik. The drawings, many of which included writing
(Inuktitut), provide a cultural repository of Arctic life in
1964 – from stories passed down through generations, big
moments in individual lives, to quotidian details of the day.
Upon his return to Cape Dorset, Ryan catalogued the collection and it was placed in storage where, other than a brief
interlude in 1986, it has remained.

Art-making also allowed Inuit to record the kinds of
cultural practices people remembered from stories or from
childhood. Vorano says, “Art-making became a way to
explore, experience and express ideas of what Inuit culture
meant and could mean in a time of great transition and
upheaval.”

Out of the Archives

Over 50 years after Terry Ryan solicited drawings that document the beginnings of profound change in the Arctic,
Vorano is dusting off the North Baffin collection. His aim is
to make them available to the public and, most importantly,
For Dr. Norman Vorano, Queen’s National Scholar and
to the communities they came from.
Curator of Indigenous Art at the Agnes Etherington Art
Vorano is curating a
Centre (AEAC), these
travelling exhibition of the
archived drawings precollection, a joint venture
sented a great opportunity.
by the AEAC and the
A leading figure in the
Canadian Museum of
study of Inuit art, Vorano
History, which acquired
explores the ways in
the drawings in 2014.
which art was instrumenDebuting at the AEAC in
tal to the evolving political
January 2017, the exhibiand cultural landscape in
tion will not be static;
the Arctic, and to the emrather, by working with
powerment of Indigenous
various institutional partplayers in the North.
ners in Nunavut, it will
“Historically, Inuit art
feature audio and video
had a thorny place within
interpretations of the
anthropology and art hisSakkiasie Arreak and Terry Ryan around Clyde River, Nunavut, in early 1964. This image is part of the drawings by the artists and
tory because a lot of midmembers of the communities
20th century ethnologists Terry Ryan collection.
did not see it as an authentic cultural expression,” according where they originated, collected by Vorano as he retraced
Ryan’s 1964 journey to Canada’s last frontier.
to Vorano. “And yet, despite its popularity among collectors,
In the second phase of the project, Vorano hopes to find
many power brokers in the established art world viewed
the financial support to develop a reciprocal research netInuit art as too acculturated, ‘inauthentic’ tourist art.”
work that would see the digitized collection available in its
Fortunately, this worldview has since shifted dramatientirety to anyone who wants to see it, particularly Inuit in
cally, as both the aesthetic and cultural value of Inuit art is
Nunavut. “This collection was made for an Inuit audience,”
acknowledged. Today, there is also a widespread recognisays Vorano. “The compulsion to record and share is so evition of how art was transformative in the Arctic. For examdent in the drawings. Many even wrote ‘our world is changple, in the 1950s, the dissolution of the white fox pelt trade,
coupled with inadequate social services, left some Inuit pop- ing and I want to record this so that we don’t forget who we
are and where we came from.’ People in these communities
ulations destitute. The carving industry, which later diversishould have access to these drawings to better understand
fied into other mediums, allowed people to have an income
their history through the documentary evidence – art –
and flexible work environment. This income led to the crecreated by their ancestors. It’s important that this cultural
ation of Inuit-owned business co-operatives, which eventually broke the monopoly of the Hudson’s Bay Company and knowledge is preserved indefinitely and shared.”
expanded into many other sectors.

Art as a Transformative Force
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Cornelius (Kooneeloosee) Nutarak (1924-2007), Pond Inlet, Catching Seal Pups, 1964, graphite on paper,
50.5 x 65.5 cm, Image: Canadian Museum of History.

Mary Tassugat (Clyde River), Clothing Styles, created in 1964.

Jemima Angelik Nutarak (Pond Inlet), String Games and Ayagaq, created in 1964.

Research at the Agnes

Toongalook (1912-1967), Arctic Bay, What I Had Seen a Long Time Ago, 1964, graphite on
paper, 50.5 x 65.5 cm, Image: Canadian Museum of History.
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With the support of the federal government’s Museums
Assistance Program, Vorano’s exhibit of the North Baffin
Drawings will premiere at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre
(AEAC), on view January to April 2017. A jewel in the crown
of the Queen’s campus, the AEAC and the collections it
possesses bring immense cultural and intellectual wealth
to Queen’s, Kingston and Canada. The AEAC is a recognized
and respected venue to experience art and artifacts, but it
is also a research-intensive museum and an experiential
learning space that spans disciplines, where researchers
and students can study, interact and learn.
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EDIACARAN
EDUCATORS:
The Story of
Mistaken Point
BY LEIGH CAMERON

M

istaken Point, Newfoundland
and Labrador, where “life got
big,” was named Canada’s
newest UNESCO World Heritage Site at
the 2016 World Heritage Convention,
making it the first Precambrian fossil
site to be given UNESCO status.
Queen’s professor and Chief Scientist
Dr. Guy Narbonne recently sat down to
discuss Mistaken Point’s unique history
and significance.
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Dr. Guy Narbonne poses in front of a Mistaken Point replica fossil bed, housed at the Miller Museum of Geology, Queen’s.

GLOBAL REACH

PHOTO CREDIT: Lija Flude
Reconstructing fossil preservation at Mistaken Point during a North American Paleontological Convention field trip. The people in this photograph are from five different countries on four
different continents. Narbonne is third from left, kneeling.

“

W

e were walking up the beach trying to find the
world’s oldest animal fossils, and they were walking down the beach trying to save their town,” says
Dr. Guy Narbonne of his first encounter with two women
living near Mistaken Point, Newfoundland. Luckily for
Narbonne, Dr. Jim Gehling, and residents Catherine (Kit)
Ward and her friend, the answer lay in their timely meeting.
Mistaken Point contains the world’s oldest known
Ediacaran fossil beds, holding over 10,000 fossils spread
over 146 hectares along the sea coast that are readily visible
to visitors and scientists alike. This superb and unique paleontological site has become Canada’s most recent UNESCO
World Heritage Site, a designation decades in the making.
Hundreds of millions of years ago, volcanic explosions repeatedly covered thousands of soft-bodied organisms living
on the deep-sea bottom, perfectly preserving the organisms
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exactly where they lived. This makes Mistaken Point unique
because the fossils can be easily viewed and precisely dated.
“Walking on the main surface at Mistaken Point is like swimming over a 565-million-year-old seabed ‒ it’s all there to
see,” says Narbonne. This visual and historical significance
gave Mistaken Point its basis for “Outstanding Universal
Value” of “representing major stages of Earth's history, including the record of life, significant ongoing geological
processes in the development of landforms, or significant
geomorphic or physiographic features.”
The nomination to UNESCO status will continue the
positive trajectory in the community surrounding Mistaken
Point, mainly in Portugal Cove South, that began with the
fossils’ discovery by S.B. Misra in 1967. Narbonne, whose
own research began there in 1998, has fostered a strong
connection with this small and dedicated community.
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What is a World Heritage Site?
A UNESCO World Heritage Site is a cultural or natural (or mixed) location deemed to hold “Outstanding
Universal Value” to all of humanity, and should therefore be conscientiously protected and preserved. Canada
currently hosts 18 World Heritage Sites, ten of which are natural sites and four of which are in Newfoundland
and Labrador. Mistaken Point is the first Precambrian fossil site anywhere in the world to receive World
Heritage Site status, having met the appropriate criteria. The International Union for Conservation of Nature
evaluates all natural site applications and submits their recommendations to UNESCO, which announces its
final decisions at its annual World Heritage Convention.

Coastal scenery near Mistaken Point.

The population, suffering from high unemployment rates
after the 1997 cod moratorium, found new purpose through
cooperating with Narbonne’s research into the Mistaken
Point fossils. Today, Mistaken Point boasts permanent and
summer staff both at the million-dollar Edge of Avalon
Interpretive Centre and with the Newfoundland and
Labrador Parks and Natural Areas Division. Portugal Cove
South also has a team of volunteer “Fossil Guardians” who
work with the Parks and Natural Areas Division to assist
with the protection of Mistaken Point.
In return, the Mistaken Point community provided crucial
information about the many fossil specimens. “Kit Ward’s
son, Bradley, was the person who found the amazing fossil
that was our breakthrough. Jim and I had found other specimens, but they weren’t quite good enough for our publication. The one that Bradley found, in a place we had never
looked, was truly spectacular and we named the species
‘wardi’ in honour of the Ward family,” says Narbonne.
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The community also proved its dedication to its fossil
heritage in the famous attempted fossil heist in 1998. When
international fossil thieves attempted to use a rocksaw to
remove a fossil specimen, the community jumped into action. “When Kit Ward found out and spread the word, the
townspeople barricaded the road and called the Mounties,”
Narbonne explains. Now, when Narbonne takes international visitors to view the fossil beds, he leaves the story
of the attempted heist to Kit herself for explanation.
For Narbonne, the identification and naming of thousands of fossils at Mistaken Point has elevated his research
enterprise to a whole new level. Entering his fourth decade
of continuous NSERC funding and holding a Queen’s
Research Chair, he is grateful to all players who have assisted him in research. None of Mistaken Point’s development would have been possible without the unique
“interactions between the scientists, the local people, the
Parks and Natural Areas division of the government, and
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the Newfoundland and Labrador government in general.”
Narbonne can now move into the next phase of exciting
research at Mistaken Point. “We’ve named almost all the
fossils,” he says, “and that gives us an opportunity to try and
understand them better.” The UNESCO status will assist
him in bringing more prestige and investment into
Canadian paleontological research. “Nearly half of the
twelve UNESCO pre-hominid fossil sites are in Canada,
and they bespeak the incredible wealth of fossils of
‘Outstanding Universal Value’ that Canada has,” Narbonne
points out.
With UNESCO World Heritage Site status, Mistaken
Point has secured its continued prominence in the world of
paleontological research. The exposed fossil beds stretched
out on the jagged coastline provide special insight into the
first big soft-bodied organisms. “It’s the story of how all the
little details are important,” Narbonne advises, “and you
should never lose track of the big story that you’re trying
to work out using them.”

Two specimens of Charniodiscus spinosus (bottom left and top right) and two specimens of
Charniodiscus procerus (centre).
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Science Surfaces on the Seafloor
Before Narbonne’s investigation, there was a gap in the
evolutionary timeline surrounding the shift from single-celled
microscopic life to larger, more complex organisms. The fossils
at Mistaken Point bridge this gap, showcasing the oldest large
and biologically complex organisms on the planet. Dubbed an
“Ediacaran Pompeii,” the volcanic ash covering these fossils
preserved them perfectly on the seafloor. Their discovery led
to the acknowledgment of a new period in geological history,
the late Precambrian (now known as the “Ediacaran”), that is
characterized by fossils of large, soft-bodied organisms that
existed before the Cambrian explosion. The life at Mistaken
Point lived in a dark, high-pressure environment hundreds of
metres below sea level, from 580 to 560 million years ago.
Most specimens are rangeomorphs, which were composed of
simple fractal branching patterns that allowed them to reach
up to a metre in length. These organisms developed shortly
after a large increase in oxygen levels about three million years
prior. Narbonne and his Queen’s University team of graduate
students and post-doctoral fellows have described, named
and interpreted most of the fossil species at Mistaken Point
and have extended the known age range of multicellular life
by 15 million years. His discovery of these fossils led to
important publications, including a 2004 cover story in Science
and the most cited new paper in the geological sciences in
2007. Narbonne has also led large national and international
site visits to Mistaken Point, including one for NASA, and has
appeared in documentaries narrated by David Suzuki and
Sir David Attenborough.
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Discussing the challenges of and responses to maritime piracy with the former president of Puntland, Abdirahman Mohamed “Farole” in Garowe, Puntland.

Going Local and F
Diving Deep
for Perspective
Awet
Weldemichael
BY ALEC ROSS
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or a few years beginning in 2007, the world was captivated by news headlines about Somali pirates in the
Gulf of Aden. Riding in powerboats and brandishing
AK-47s and other weapons, the ragged outlaws intercepted
foreign vessels, took their crews hostage and demanded
six- and seven-figure ransoms for their release.
To the distant public in Europe and North America, the
pirates were modern-day Long John Silvers. To others, they
were anarchistic threats to global commerce that had to be
stopped. To Awet Weldemichael, an associate professor and
Queen’s National Scholar in the Department of History,
piracy was a chance to reveal the truth about a desperate
people – and rediscover something about himself.
Born in 1976 in war-ravaged Eritrea, the young
Weldemichael grew up with his family in a Sudanese
refugee camp. There was no running water, telephone
or electricity. Its impoverished residents eked out a living
farming and doing whatever they could to put food on the
table. Weldemichael’s father, a deacon and grassroots
activist, helped found a school in the camp.
After the war ended, the family returned to Eritrea,
where the teenage Weldemichael prepared to enter university. Then came the 1994 Rwandan genocide, in which
hordes of murderous ethnic fanatics slaughtered 800,000
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Tutsis within weeks. One night, Weldemichael and his sister saw TV footage of an infant Rwandan refugee crawling
on the ground. His sister remarked that he had looked exactly like that when their family had fled Eritrea years before.
That moment sparked a burning desire in Weldemichael
to learn more about his own origins and the plight of his
troubled country. Initially, he’d planned to study law; instead, he travelled to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, to study history. After three years, war broke out and he was deported
back to Eritrea. He was later accepted to UCLA, where he
completed a Master’s degree in African studies and a PhD in
history. His doctoral thesis was a comparative analysis of
the difficult, often violent, birth of Eritrea and East Timor to
independence.
Much of what he learned at UCLA resonated on a deeply
personal level. “It let me dig as deep as I possibly could to
get an appreciation of the circumstances in which I grew
up,” he says.
Stints at other universities in the US, Italy, Germany and
France followed. Weldemichael was in Europe when Somali
piracy escalated, as did its coverage. Having studied other
poverty-driven conflicts, he knew the mainstream media
were presenting a superficial, skewed picture of what was
actually happening on the ground. So he travelled to
Somalia to investigate.
Through his in-depth interviews in Somali coastal villages and towns, he learned that, initially, the “pirates” were
artisanal fishermen who were simply trying to defend their
traditional fishing grounds from foreign fishing vessels,
which had destroyed their nets and traps and brazenly
snapped up most of the catch the fishermen and their families relied on. To fight back, the fishermen took to boarding
the intruding ships and trying their crews in ad-hoc village
courts. The crews would be fined and the vigilantes, court
and community split the proceeds.
Soon, however, the ship owners realized it was cheaper
to pay the vigilantes up front to let the crews go, as it enabled the owners to avoid legal hassles and expensive delays. Not surprisingly, local crime lords quickly recognized
piracy was a lucrative opportunity. The raiding and ransoms
increased in scale, and once-peaceful seaside villages became overrun by ruthless thugs from Somalia and elsewhere who, says Weldemichael, “became a law unto
themselves.”
The international naval backlash to safeguard shipping
in the Gulf was swift but failed to distinguish the good guys
from the bad. Vigilantes, innocent fishermen and villagers
were crushed. While Weldemichael does not endorse
piracy, he says “the solutions targeted the symptoms, not
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the roots of the problem.”
At Queen’s, where he arrived in 2014, he is continuing
his piracy research, albeit slowly, from afar. It is slow, frustrating work, but Weldemichael remains hopeful that his
work will help the still-troubled Somali coastal communities “to find a lasting, sustainable solution from within, supported from without.”

Weldemichael interviewing and exchanging notes with fisherwoman, anti-piracy activist,
poet and writer Asha Abdulkarim Hersi in the notorious former pirate hub of Eyl, Puntland.

Sailors of MV Iceberg I, during the final moment of their being rescued by the Puntland
Marine Police Force (PMPF) in December 2012, after nearly three years of pirate captivity off
the coast of Somalia, near Gara’ad.
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Colonialism
and Surveillance:
Midori Ogasawara
BY LEIGH CAMERON

D

id you know fingerprinting was invented by the
British for colonization purposes? How about that
Japan used surveillance technologies to unjustly classify and imprison people living in Japanese-occupied China
in the 1920s?
As a PhD student in the Surveillance Studies Centre,
Midori Ogasawara is researching the colonial history of national identification and surveillance systems in Japan, and
the influence that the US continues to have on modern practices. Alongside her supervisor, Dr. David Lyon, she has
brought historical insight to the discriminatory implications
of many modern surveillance technologies and strategies.
For instance, the Koseki system is the national identification system used in Japan. It was developed in the 1870s
under the direct influence of the United States, which had
just forced Japan to open its markets globally, and has barely
evolved since. The system continues to keep tabs on its citizens and denies citizenship to the many who do not fall
under its strict terms of acceptance. It has some modern-day
problems.
“In Japan,” Ogasawara says, “you register your baby on a
family basis, not an individual basis. Every Japanese child
needs Japanese parents to be registered as a Japanese citizen.
You always have to be part of the Japanese family first.” The
need to have legitimate Japanese parents in order to obtain
citizenship denies entry to immigrants, refugees, and children
born out of wedlock. The Koseki also dictates that members
of one family must all share one last name, which promotes
the erasure of individual female identities when marrying a
Japanese male.
Fingerprinting is another colonial invention leftover in
modern times. The seemingly innocuous technology is used
today by governments to identify people. “The Imperial Police
invented the technology of fingerprinting in India under the
British Empire,” Ogasawara explains. “Then, they tested the
same technology in South Africa, which was also under the
British Empire as a colony. Then, the Japanese started to use
the same technology when they occupied Northeast China
after the 1920s. Fingerprinting has a history in colonization
and occupation.”
Ogasawara believes these troubling histories are impor-
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tant issues for people around the world. “It used to be that
those technologies were used only on populations being
colonized,” she says, “which has a lot of racist context because
those people are mainly non-white. In the case of Japanese
colonizing history, it was Chinese people who were exposed
to those technologies. But nowadays, all of us, including
Western citizens, are exposed to the same technologies so
we can be under the control of the authorities.” Ogasawara’s
research has taken her beyond just the Japanese context to
look at how these colonial technologies are beginning to
police and control citizens of all countries.
To learn more about the use of modern surveillance
strategies in Japan, Ogasawara interviewed famous National
Security Agency (NSA) whistleblower Edward Snowden.
Snowden worked as an NSA contractor in Japan for two years
and held valuable insight into the US’s influence on Japan.
Ogasawara was moved by Snowden’s sincerity and passion. “He was really passionate in wanting me to know how
the NSA surveillance system is working against Japanese
citizenship,” she says, “and how they have already created
a really wide range of surveillance systems.” The NSA, for
example, tapped 35 phone lines in Japan’s national bank
(a project called “Target Tokyo”) in order to hear private conversations about Japan’s opinions on American foreign trade,
energy policies, and environmental issues. As a previously
cooperative American-occupied country, Snowden was surprised at America’s sharp surveillance of Japanese officials.
Her goal for the interview, published as a series of five articles for the Japanese weekly magazine Sunday Mainchi, was to
bring Snowden’s revelations into the Japanese context. “The
ultimate goal of this interview was to make the Japanese people feel this is their problem, not only an American problem.
They are part of the issue – their emails and phone calls are
tapped or surveilled by the US authorities. What’s the implication for the Japanese society? How does it affect Japanese
freedom of speech, freedom of press, civil liberties, and
democracy?”
Ogasawara believes that, “to understand this picture, we
must go back to the colonial history.” Sharing the disturbing
historical context of these technologies with the world can
bring greater understanding and a call for widespread change
from Japanese and global citizens.

What’s the solution?
Going forward, Ogasawara believes peace is
the only way to reduce the global surveillance
system. Past divisions and occupations of
countries by colonizing forces have created an
environment of violence and distrust in the
21st century. Reparations and peacemaking
efforts are crucial to ending the widespread
mass surveillance system operating today.
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Is Policy Based on
Evidence?
Evaluating Bullying Legislation
BY LINNEA KALCHOS, BED’18
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ullying rates in Canada are amongst the highest of
Western countries – a statistic confirmed by the work
of tireless researchers who have devoted themselves
to understanding the bullying and victimization faced by
Canadian children. One of these researchers, my supervisor, Dr. Wendy Craig, is the co-scientific director of
PREVNet (Promoting Relationships & Eliminating Violence
Network). Through the collaborative efforts of PREVNet’s
researchers and partners, we now have a national authority
on research and resources for bullying prevention.
Bullying is negatively affecting the health of thousands
of Canadian children. It leads to poorer physical and mental
health outcomes, such as depression, anxiety, headaches and
stomach aches. The bullied are also at greater risk for suicide
and are more likely to use drugs, alcohol and engage in criminal activity. Canada has taken steps to protect its children
through legislation, most of which was passed in 2012, mandating safe schools and deterring bullying and cyberbullying
behaviours. Most recently, policies implemented refer to promoting safe schools, with a focus on defining and reporting
bullying and emphasizing the importance of a safe, caring
and supportive school climate.

“Although these are steps in the right direction,
there has been no national review to ensure
that these policies are consistent with the best
practices recommended by research.”
As a recipient of a Queen’s Undergraduate Student
Summer Research Fellowship (USSRF), I had an opportunity to examine the relationship between the rates of bullying and victimization and how evidence-based the
legislation is in Canada and across the United States. As a
future teacher, I recognize the significance of promoting a
safe learning environment and the importance of teaching
children how to have healthy relationships. I hope to be
able to bring this knowledge into my own classroom one
day, and ensure that my students are learning in a positive,
safe space. The legislation and policies that guide the ways
in which bullying is addressed in Canada will have an impact on the ways educators address individual cases in their
schools, and ultimately make a difference in intervening so
that children do not have to experience the negative outcomes associated with bullying behaviours in adolescence
and childhood. I predicted that the more that the policy is
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based on research, the lower the rates of bullying and victimization will be the region. If this is the case, then both
researchers and policy makers will have a more complete
understanding of the relationship between legislation and
bullying outcomes.
One of the most rewarding opportunities of this project
saw me lead a team of research students in obtaining copies
of provincial, territorial and state legislation pertaining to
bullying, safe schools and school climate. Each document
was read thoroughly, and then coded based on a checklist
that reflects the best practices in safe school policy in the
literature. The checklist assessed several different policy
components, such as bullying definitions, staff training,
division of responsibility for implementation, responses
to bullying, and policy review. I also ran analyses based on
the coding data of the legislation and on data from Health
Behaviour in School-aged Children survey, which was
sponsored by the Public Health Agency of Canada for the
World Health Organization. Students in grades six to ten
across Canada participated in the survey and answered
questions regarding age, ethnicity and grade level, as well
as questions regarding their experiences with bullying and
victimization over the last 30 days, their experiences with
cyberbullying and cyber victimization, and their opinions
of their school in order to get a measure of school climate.
The outcomes of this study should allow provinces and
territories to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their
policies so that positive changes can be made. This is an
exciting opportunity for Canada to reflect on both the successes and next steps needed in our bullying legislation so
that students can feel safe in their school communities and
that staff can continue to help students build positive relationships. Bullying and victimization are significant problems that children face daily and as a future teacher, I hope
to gain as much experience as I can while assisting research
that will change lives. I believe that evidence-based policies
will benefit Canadian students. It is only through a collaborative effort between researchers like those in PREVNet’s
network and policy makers that we can create a future
without bullying in Canadian schools.
Each year, the Undergraduate Student Summer Research
Fellowship (USSRF) provides an opportunity for students
at Queen’s to engage in discovery-based learning and develop
their research and presentation skills. The program is targeted
to students in the social sciences, humanities and education.
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Detecting
Nature’s
Gentlest
Particles

Q&A
WITH DR. GILLES GERBIER
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Dr. Gilles Gerbier is a professor in the Department
of Physics, Engineering Physics and Astronomy at
Queen’s University. Since helping found the
Beijing-Paris-Rome-Saclay Collaboration in Europe,
Gerbier has been working on the design of a dark
matter detector, and has brought his expertise in
particle astrophysics and collaborative research to
Queen’s as the Canada Excellence Research Chair
in Particle Astrophysics. Lowell Cochrane visited
Gerbier at Queen’s to ask him about his work and
dark matter experiments.

Q: How did you become interested in particle astrophysics
and dark matter physics in particular?

A: Earlier in my career, I had a chance to pursue research
into high energy particle physics. I obtained my PhD from
the Université Paris, conducting research at Saclay (Institut
de Physique Théorique) where I did work on high energy
physics at the beam at CERN, studying quark – neutrino
interactions in bubble chambers. After that, I went on to study
proton decay experiments at my first underground experience
at the Modane Underground Laboratory, which is situated in
a mountain tunnel between France and Italy. Afterwards,
I held a postgraduate fellowship at Berkeley where I did work
specifically on particle astrophysics. I then returned to Saclay,
where I was part of an international collaboration using
scintillator detectors to study dark matter.

Q: Given that there is so much media about high energy

conditions and very careful observation. Any detector that
we build will make certain assumptions about WIMPs,
including how massive we think they are. To date, nearly
all experiments have looked for WIMPs in mass ranges of
multiples of the mass of a proton. We have now eliminated
those ranges. The experiments I’m working on will look at
much lower ranges.

Q: Is it more difficult to detect WIMPs if they have a lower
mass?

A: Yes, in a way. The proposed detectors will have to be
extremely sensitive, and they will need to be shielded from
natural cosmic radiation and radioactivity that would create
far too much noise to be able to see a WIMP. But we have
designed some very sensitive detectors, and we have the
perfect low-noise conditions in the very deep and clean
SNOLAB, 2km underground in Vale’s Creighton Mine in
Sudbury.

physics, particularly with the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN, what was it about low energy physics that attracted
you?

Can you describe the detectors that you’re working
on at the moment?

A:

A: The first is a cryogenic detector, named SuperCDMS

Where high energy physics looks at fundamental matter
using larger and larger particle accelerators, I felt that dark
matter research offered a more creative path for the design
of experiments, where I could set my mind towards coming
up with novel approaches for detecting WIMPs.

Q: Can you explain what dark matter is, and what a WIMP
is in particular?

A: Dark matter is one of the greatest mysteries in physics.
Astrophysical observations of the way stars rotate around
galaxies, and the way galaxies interact with one another, and
even the way light is bent as it moves suggests that there is
more gravity at play than one would expect from just the
visible matter. We know that this matter – called “dark”
because it doesn’t shine like regular matter and because we
know so little about it – is not like ordinary matter. It is what
physicists call “weakly interacting,” meaning “barely
detectable.”
So we think that dark matter must be made up of a certain
kind of particle, which we call a Weakly Interacting Massive
Particle (WIMP). We say they are massive to distinguish
them from other weakly interactive particles, like neutrinos,
which have very little mass and don’t explain the missing
mass of dark matter.

Q: If WIMPs are so difficult to detect, and you aren’t sure
that they exist, how do you go about detecting them?

A: Well, it is true that so far no detector has detected a dark
matter particle, at least not with any confidence. However,
from the experimenter’s point of view, if they exist, they
should sometimes reveal their presence under very precise
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Q:

(Cryogenic Dark Matter Search). It is made up of stacks of
crystalline Germanium that we keep at temperatures very
close to absolute zero. By keeping the substance at such a
low temperature, any dark matter particles interacting with
the Germanium will cause a very small, but detectable
increase in temperature in the detector.
The second experiment called NEWS (New Experiments
With Spheres) is a spherical gas detector. A large copper
sphere will contain helium gas and a number of sensitive
and precisely positioned electrodes, which can detect
interactions between any WIMPs and the nuclei of the gas
atoms.

Q:

Does collaboration play an important role in all your
work?

A: In all of these experiments, the components that come
together to make the experiments work come from different
teams spread out over the globe – from the US, to Greece, to
France, and of course, Canada. One of the reasons I came to
Canada in this position was to help build connections
between research teams across the globe.

Q:

Just how big a discovery would it be to be able to detect
dark matter?

A: Whenever we are able to look at a part of reality that
has never been seen before, there is always the potential to
revolutionize particle physics. The detection of a new kind
of matter, particularly a form of matter predicted to make up
27% of the universe, would certainly be a great discovery for
everyone.
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